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Abstract24

Fitts’ law, perhaps the most celebrated law of human motor control, expresses a relation25

between the kinematic property of speed and the non-kinematic, task-speci�c property26

of accuracy. We aimed to assess whether speech movements obey this law using a27

metronome-driven speech elicitation paradigm with a systematic speech rate control.28

Speci�cally, using the paradigm of repetitive speech, we recorded via electromagnetic29

articulometry (EMA) speech movement data in sequences of the form /CV. . . / from six30

adult speakers. These sequences were spoken at eight distinct rates ranging from31

extremely slow to extremely fast. Our results demonstrate, �rst, that the present32

paradigm of extensive metronome-driven manipulations satis�es the crucial33

prerequisites for evaluating Fitts’ law in a subset of our elicited rates. Second, we34

uncover for the �rst time in speech evidence for Fitts’ law at the faster rates and35

speci�cally beyond a participant-speci�c critical rate. We �nd no evidence for Fitts’ law36

at the slowest metronome rates. Finally, we discuss implications of these results for37

models of speech.38
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1. Introduction39

Speech is perhaps “the most highly developed motor skill possessed by all of us” (Kelso,40

Tuller, et al., 1983, p. 137). The continuous deformations of the vocal tract structuring41

the sound of speech involve the precise positioning of a number of articulatory organs42

as they form and release constrictions in a limited space inside the body. Speech has43

evolved to harness this complex activity for the purposes of communication. A44

remarkable fact about the robustness of the resulting system is that what a linguist45

considers to be the same utterance can be conveyed by di�erent individuals under46

wildly di�erent conditions. For example, age, gender, size, loudness, and speed all47

contribute to the formation of the speech sounds which are then recovered as an48

exemplar of e.g., [ta] or [ka]. Given the remarkable variability of conditions under49

which speech goals are achieved, the identi�cation of invariances (at best, laws) in50

kinematic characteristics of speech movements has been seen as an imperative51

(Munhall, Ostry, et al., 1985; Turvey, 2007). The identi�cation of such invariances52

o�ers potentially crucial information for model evaluation. Any proposed model for53

speech must conform to such invariances. Furthermore, if there are invariances found54

in some areas of motor control but not in speech, this in turn informs the �eld of motor55

control in general in that it points to speci�cities of functional organization with56

respect to di�erent types of movements and/or e�ectors. Despite the relatively early57

in�uence of concepts and in some cases models from general motor control has had on58

models of speech (Fowler, Rubin, et al., 1980; Browman and Goldstein, 1986; Saltzman59

and Munhall, 1989; Guenther, 1995), our understanding of the extent to which speech60

movements conform to well-known laws from other areas of human movement is at its61

infancy (Nelson, 1983; Nelson, Perkell, et al., 1984; Ostry, Cooke, et al., 1987).62

Perhaps the most celebrated law of human motor control is Fitts’ law (Fitts, 1954). This63

law expresses a relation between the kinematic property of movement speed and the64

non-kinematic, task-speci�c property of accuracy. In all its simplicity, this relation65

reads66

T = a + b ID, (1)

where movement duration T (a measure of speed) is a linear function of a task-speci�c67
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index of di�culty ID, a quantity de�ned by the ratio of amplitude A (a measure of the68

excursion of some e�ector to reach a target) to width W (a measure of the target’s size).69

In its original formulation, by adopting a concept from signal and information theory70

the index of di�culty was de�ned by ID = log2(2A/W ), in which the ratio of twice the71

movement amplitude A to target width W operates as the measure of accuracy (Fitts,72

1954). This de�nition, a reduced form of the Shannon-Hartley theorem on the73

information capacity of a noisy channel, is convenient but only appropriate for74

conditions in which the signal-to-noise ratio is large (that is, when amplitude A is much75

larger than target width W ). Several variations of ID have been proposed over the years76

(see IS MacKenzie, 2013 for a comprehensive discussion and comparison of these). In77

the present work, we will use the unmodi�ed Shannon-Hartley formulation of Fitts’78

index of di�culty given by79

ID = log2

( A
W

+ 1
)
. (2)

The presence of the relation expressed by Fitts’ law has been reported for a multiplicity80

of e�ector systems engaged in a variety of movement types (see Plamondon and Alimi,81

1997; Schmidt and Lee, 2011 for extensive overviews).82

The law is sometimes described as a trade-o� between speed and accuracy of83

movement, re�ecting the observation that the accuracy of spatially constrained,84

target-directed movements diminishes when speed becomes excessive. The study of85

this observation dates as far back as the work of Woodworth (1899) on hand movements86

of line drawing tasks. However, it was Fitts (1954) and Fitts and Peterson (1964) who87

consolidated results with the two, now famous, stylus-tapping experiments, one using a88

reciprocal tapping protocol and another investigating discrete tapping movements.89

Three primary considerations motivate seeking evidence for Fitts’ law in speech. First,90

the law is e�ector-independent. Laws that have this property are good candidates for91

disclosing the abstractness of the principles that underwrite performance in some92

domain and potentially also the nature of these principles. Second, Fitts’ law is the only93

law that expresses a relational invariance among kinematic (duration, amplitude) and94

non-kinematic (width) variables. All other relations so far studied in speech, such as95

that between peak velocity and amplitude or that between the ratio of peak velocity96
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over amplitude as a function of duration, hold over kinematic-only variables (for any97

targeted movement, its three kinematic variables are its amplitude, duration and speed).98

More speci�cally, the parameter W which enters into the expression of the law is a task99

(not a kinematic) property. Leading theoretical perspectives point to the thesis that100

speech goals are de�ned in task dimensions rather than individual e�ector dimensions101

(see Saltzman and Munhall, 1989 and Guenther, 1995 with important antecedents in102

understanding of coordination and control of action found in the work of Bernstein,103

1967 and Turvey, 1977). Because Fitts’ law expresses a relation that involves both104

kinematic (duration and amplitude) and task space coordinates (W ), it captures a105

relational invariance which may serve as a potential entry into the principles that106

underlie speech. Assuming the law holds for speech, any model of speech should be107

able to account for it. Last but not least, Fitts’ law has been shown to hold also in the108

perception of action. Grosjean, Shi�rar, et al. (2007) asked subjects to judge whether109

the movement times in a motion display of an arm moving between two targets (of110

speci�ed width and amplitude or distance from one another) would be possible without111

missing the targets. The times reported by the participants as being possible were112

precisely those times that are predicted by Fitts’ law.113

We aimed to assess whether speech movements conform to this law using a114

metronome-driven speech elicitation paradigm. Speci�cally, using the paradigm of115

repetitive speech (cf. Kelso, Vatikiotis-Bateson, et al., 1985; Ostry, Cooke, et al., 1987;116

Patel, Löfqvist, et al., 1999), we recorded via electromagnetic articulometry (EMA)117

speech movement data in sequences of the form /CV. . . / from six adult speakers (�ve118

were native speakers of German and one was a native speaker of American English).119

These sequences were spoken at eight distinct rates ranging from extremely slow (30120

beats per minute, bpm) to extremely fast (570 bpm). For comparison purposes, Kelso,121

Vatikiotis-Bateson, et al. (1985) included two rates as did Ostry, Cooke, et al. (1987) and122

Patel, Löfqvist, et al. (1999) used a metronome to suggest a rate to their participants123

(which was 120 bpm) but there was no metronome during the actual registration of a124

participant’s utterances. In the resulting dataset, we sought evidence of the sort that has125

provided support for Fitts’ law in other areas of motor control. This is a non-trivial126

undertaking because, unlike in other movement domains, direct control over the127
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quantities A and W is infeasible in speech. Any paradigm aiming to assess the law in128

speech must ful�ll certain prerequisites that ensure its compatibility to the original129

Fitts paradigm. In particular, as noted by Plamondon and Alimi (1997, p. 280), among130

others, the following two prerequisites must be met in order to (potentially) reveal a131

trade-o� relation between speed and accuracy as found by Fitts. Firstly, movement132

amplitude A and target size W must be demonstrated to have varying values across133

di�erent experimental conditions (experimental control). Secondly, the movements134

must be performed under temporal pressure (rapidness of movement). Speci�cally,135

Fitts instructed his subjects “to work at his maximum rate” (Fitts, 1954, p. 383).136

A �rst attempt to assess the presence of Fitts’ law in speech was made by Lammert,137

Shadle, et al. (2018). The data were real-time magnetic resonance imaging (rtMRI)138

recordings of �ve male and �ve female American English speakers from a reading task139

of the USC-TIMIT database. Amplitudes of movements and extents of articulatory140

targets were operationally-de�ned as elements of an approx. 50-dimensional vector141

space. Reported correlation strengths r2 evaluating linearity between time and index of142

di�culty (as encoded in Fitts’ law) were in the range of 0.03 to 0.52. The study143

reported methodological challenges in de�ning and measuring the Fitts’ key variables144

in high dimensional real-time MRI data. Recall the two prerequisites for evaluating145

Fitts’ law in any domain. The �rst requires that movement amplitude A and target size146

W have varying values across di�erent experimental conditions. There is no explicit147

information on this for the Lammert, Shadle, et al. (2018) datasets. It is conceivable148

that the low r2 values reported may have been due to insu�cient coverage of the A-W149

space. The second prerequisite for evaluating Fitts’ law is the requirement of temporal150

pressure. No explicit information about the speech rate of the rtMRI dataset was given.151

Presumably it was a moderate rate of common reading tasks (around 250–300 bpm).152

Overall, then, whereas this study is a �rst attempt at assessing the law in speech,153

challenges arising from mainly methodological limitations, as acknowledged by the154

authors, remain and call for additional studies (e.g., “Among these challenges are higher155

frame rate data, and exploring additional de�nitions of the key relevant quantities”;156

Lammert, Shadle, et al., 2018, p. 21).157

In the present work, we pursued a metronome-driven paradigm which, we demonstrate,158
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enabled us to successfully manipulate the variables of movement amplitude and target159

size essential to any Fitts-style analysis. Speci�cally with respect to the notion of target,160

our implementation utilizes an empirically derived and fully faithful to the161

dimensionality of speech action three-dimensional spatial articulatory target.162

Furthermore, the design of our paradigm includes the important aspect of temporal163

pressure.164

We uncover for the �rst time evidence for Fitts’ law at the faster rates and speci�cally165

beyond a participant-speci�c critical rate. We �nd no evidence for Fitts’ law at the166

slowest metronome rates. We discuss implications of these results for models of167

speech.168

2. Methods169

Five native speakers of German and one native speaker of American English (three170

females and three males in total) participated in the experiment. Data from another171

British English speaker was registered but had to be excluded due to an unnoticed172

hardware equipment failure while recording. The speakers were between 22 and 35173

years old and without any present or past speech or hearing problems. They were174

recruited at the University of Potsdam and paid for their participation in the175

experiment. All procedures were performed in compliance with relevant laws and176

institutional guidelines and were approved by the ethics committee of the University of177

Potsdam. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects.178

During the experiment all participants were prompted on a computer screen to produce179

sequences of repeated [ta] or [ka] syllables in time with an audible metronome. The180

metronome served as an extrinsic index of the intended rate of syllable production. We181

did not require participants to aim for synchronizing any speci�c point of the sequence182

[ta] or [ka] with the metronome. As we demonstrate below, this procedure was adequate183

to induce su�cient scaling of kinematic quantities to the extent that makes assessment184

of the law we aim to assess feasible. The participants were instructed to articulate their185

responses accurately and naturally. The rate of the metronome was set to the values of186

30, 90, 150, 210, 300, 390, 480 and 570 bpm (corresponding to 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 5.0, 6.5,187

8.0 and 9.5 Hz). At the start of each trial, the participant was exposed to the188
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metronome stimulus and begun articulating the required response syllable at a point of189

their choice. Starting with the slowest rate, a minimum of four trials at each rate were190

recorded. Once this minimum was reached, recording proceeded with the next higher191

rate. The duration of each trial (hence duration of the metronome stimulus) was timed192

such that the participant was able to adjust to the beat of the metronome and produce a193

coherent sequence of approx. 30 syllables. The entire procedure was performed in two194

successive blocks, �rst for sequences of [ta] and then for sequences of [ka].195

Articulatory data as well as acoustic data were registered from all participants. All196

recordings took place in our sound-attenuated booth using a Carstens AG501 3D197

Electromagnetic Articulograph for articulatory, and a YOGA Shotgun microphone198

EM-9600 attached to a TASCAM US-2x2 Audio interface for acoustic data registration.199

Three-dimensional electromagnetic articulography (EMA) allowed measurement of200

kinematic displacement data of selected articulators at a high precision. Along with201

some other auxiliary reference locations (upper and lower incisors, nose bridge, left and202

right mastoids), we tracked the positions of sensors attached to the tongue tip and203

tongue back articulators, the major e�ectors involved in the production of [ta] and [ka]204

respectively.205

2.1. Data processing206

Three-dimensional displacement data, provided by the AG501 device, was digitized at a207

sampling rate of 1250 Hz. In order to reduce storage and memory footprint as well as to208

improve further data processing performance, the sampling rate of all signals was209

decreased to a value of 104.167 Hz (a twelfth of 1250 Hz). To avoid aliasing e�ects the210

decimation procedure implied an initial lowpass �ltering using an eighth order211

Chebyshev type I �lter with cuto� frequency of 46.875 Hz which also eliminated most212

high frequency noise. Based on these decimated signals, spatial transformations of head213

movement correction and occlusal reference frame alignment were determined and214

applied by means of the method proposed by Horn (1987). Finally, a zero-delay215

Chebyshev type II lowpass �lter with cuto� frequency of 25 Hz and stop-band216

attenuation of 80 dB was utilized to eliminate any further noise potentially present.217

The continuous motion of the tongue back and tongue tip articulators was segmented218
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Fig. 1. Section of a [ka] sequence at 150 bpm. Top: Acoustic recording. Middle: Principal

component (PCA) of tongue back displacement. Bottom: First derivative (velocity) of

PCA.

into separate, successive closing movements. The basis for this segmentation was the219

�rst derivative (velocity) of the displacement’s principal component (PCA,220

representing displacement along movement direction). As an example of our data,221

Fig. 1 shows a series of [ka] syllables produced by one of our participants at a222

metronome rate of 150 bpm. Instants of zero-crossings in the PCA velocity were used as223

movement delimiters (see, e.g., Munhall, Ostry, et al., 1985). In total, we registered224

4 314 movements in the [ta] case and 3 991 movements in the [ka] case. All data and225

source code �les used to produce the results presented here are uploaded to a general226

purpose repository (DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3247110).227

3. Results228

In assessing Fitts’ law in speech, it is imperative to demonstrate that our experimental229

design conforms with Fitts’ original design. In his classic experiments with a reciprocal230

tapping apparatus, Fitts’ participants had to strike alternately the center of each of two231

target plates of width W using a metal stylus (Fitts, 1954; Fitts and Peterson, 1964).232

The quantities of movement amplitude A, corresponding to the distance between the233

two plates, and target size W were under the direct control by the experimenter. These234
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quantities were thus chosen to vary over a considerable range of values. Such variation235

is absolutely crucial to enable evaluation of the predicted linearity relating movement236

speed and index of di�culty ID = log2(A/W + 1). In our domain, the “stylus” is the237

part of the tongue used for the formation of the consonant (tongue tip for [t], tongue238

back for [k]). However, A and W are not under our independent control. As one of the239

two crucial preconditions to be met in assessing Fitts’ law (see the prerequisite referred240

to as “Experimental control” in the Introduction), it thus remains to be shown that241

these essential parameters visited a variegated set of values. In addition, because in our242

domain the notion of target size can only be determined a posteriori, it is essential to243

explicitly verify that our design resulted in su�ciently variegated ranges of W .244

For plosive consonants like [t] and [k], it seems relatively uncontroversial that e�ectors245

such as the tongue tip and the tongue back form and release constrictions in246

characteristic regions of the vocal tract. One may thus operationalize a notion of target247

on the basis of spatial properties of these constrictions. However, unlike in Fitts’248

original design and as in many subsequent assessments of Fitts’ law to other domains,249

the spatial dimensions of speech targets are not under direct control by the250

experimenter. In other words, there is no speech-task analogous to repetitively tapping251

a disk of some experimenter-speci�ed diameter and systematically changing that252

diameter. For such cases, Welford (1968) (citing an unpublished work by Crossman,253

ibidem, p. 146) proposed an a posteriori de�ned target size, derived from statistical254

properties of the data (see IS MacKenzie, 1992 for an in-depth analysis of the255

information-theoretical background of this approach). This notion has been widely256

adopted in subsequent assessments in the Fitts’ law literature (see e.g., Plamondon and257

Alimi, 1997; Murata, 1999; also, for a comparison of the e�ects of an e�ective and258

nominal target de�nition: Zhai, Kong, et al., 2004). Furthermore, the usage of e�ective259

targets has been extended to assessments of other speed-accuracy trade-o�s (Wright260

and Meyer, 1983). Speci�cally, for one-dimensional target extents the e�ective target261

width is de�ned by262

W =
√

2πe σ, (3)

where σ is the common univariate standard deviation of movement endpoints. The263
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Fig. 2. Illustration of e�ective target width determination. Left: Schematic depiction

of the oral cavity (x: horizontal, y: vertical, z: lateral axis). For production of the

plosives [t] and [k], the tongue tip and tongue back e�ectors form constrictions in

characteristic regions of the vocal tract, schematically indicated by the shaded spheres.

For each articulatory movement (indicated by the dashed lines), movement amplitude

is determined by the Euclidean distance between its onset and o�set endpoints. Right:

Schematic depiction of one of the two characteristic regions in the vocal tract. The set of

all movement endpoints (xi , yi , zi) associated with a certain plosive yields a distribution

in three-dimensional space. The width W (twice the radius W/2) of the distribution is

determined by the trivariate deviation of endpoints around the centroid (x̄, ȳ, z̄) (see text

for details). Note that the trivariate deviation is not the spread of (Euclidean) distances

from the centroid (which would be a univariate deviation of 3D distances; see Wobbrock,

Shinohara, et al., 2011 for further details).

scaling factor
√

2πe corresponds to 96% of the standard normal distribution. In a264

three-dimensional extension, Wobbrock, Shinohara, et al. (2011) proposed the following265

replacement266

σ =

√∑N
i=1

{
(xi − x̄)2 + (yi − ȳ)2 + (zi − z̄)2}

N − 1
, (4)

where σ now denotes the trivariate deviation of N three-dimensional endpoints267

(xi , yi , zi) around their centroid (x̄, ȳ, z̄); see Fig. 2 for an illustration of this approach.268

Spatial articulatory target widths W were computed in the way described above269

individually for each speaker and each metronome rate. For each movement, the270

amplitude A was determined as the three-dimensional Euclidean distance between its271

onset and o�set endpoints.272
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Fig. 3 shows scatter plots of the so-determined amplitudes A and e�ective target widths273

W for movements in sequences of [ta] and [ka]. Recall the two prerequisites for an274

assessment of Fitts’ law in any domain. One such prerequisite is that movements must275

be elicited under temporal pressure. This is undeniably satis�ed in our paradigm, given276

the range of rates elicited. The other prerequisite, the one that is not straightforward to277

satisfy, is that movement amplitude and target size have varying values across278

experimental conditions.1 It is evident from Fig. 3 that there is a variety of distinct279

values of target width W . Furthermore, for each of these there is a spread in the A280

quantity. Whether the range of variation in the A, W quantities is su�cient to allow for281

a robust assessment of the law (in the statistical sense) will be fully answered in the282

next section. Even though our statements about variation in A, W can only be taken as283

descriptive up to now, we are not aware of any previous demonstration from a corpus284

study or an experimental paradigm which has rendered such multiplicity in A, W285

quantities in speech.286

3.1. Presence of Fitts’ law287

We now turn to assess the presence of Fitts’ law on the registered speech movement288

data. Recall that evidence for Fitts’ law would be demonstrated on the basis of a linear289

relation between movement speed (measured by duration T ) and index of di�culty290

ID = log2(A/W + 1), as in T = a + b ID, where the constants a and b are empirically291

determined.292

Fig. 4 shows scatter plots of the two essential quantities of Fitts’ law, duration T and293

index of di�culty ID. The drawn data are pooled across the entire range of metronome294

rates individually for each speaker. The �rst observation is that there is clearly no295

evidence for the law across the entirety of induced speech rates. That is, there is no296

obvious linearity across the whole range of data. Nevertheless, there appear to be297

identi�able regions of linearity as predicted by Fitts’ law. These regions moreover do298

not seem to be random collections of data points across di�erent conditions. Rather,299

1 In preliminary work with available speech corpora, we found that it is possible to mimic evidence for

Fitts’ law in ways that do not truly entail independent manipulations of A and W as in the original Fitts’

design. For example, by artfully choosing amplitude di�erences, it is possible to demonstrate weak linear

relations between time and amplitude while keeping W apparently constant.
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Fig. 3. Range of movement amplitudes and e�ective target widths. Top: Sequences of

[ta]. Bottom: Sequences of [ka]. Data are drawn separately for each speaker (sub-panels).

Metronome rate is color-coded using shades from faint (slowest rate) to dark (fastest

rate).
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they appear to be structured by metronome rate (recall that metronome rate is300

color-coded in the drawn data, with fainter shades for slower rates and darker shades for301

faster rates). Speci�cally, regions of linearity seem to hug the datapoints starting with302

the fastest rates and proceed downwards up to some slower rate where ultimately303

linearity degenerates or breaks down completely. In what follows, our aim is to identify304

these regions of linearity, hence, revealing evidence for the presence of Fitts’ law in our305

speech data.306

Recall that Fitts’ paradigm concerned movements performed under temporal pressure;307

see the prerequisite referred to as “Rapidness of movement” in the Introduction. Fitts308

did not de�ne the notion of temporal pressure. Instead, he instructed participants in309

ways that resulted in movements that were fast while still conforming to the demands310

of his tasks. For example, in his reciprocal tapping task where participants used a stylus311

to strike two plates of some speci�ed width, the instruction was to “Score as many hits312

as you can” (Fitts, 1954, p. 384). In our task, not all sequences were produced under313

(the same) temporal pressure. In an extension to Fitts’ dichotomous view (temporal314

pressure present or not), it seems reasonable to assume that temporal pressure in our315

task scales with increasing metronome rate. Conversely, this implies that as metronome316

rate slows down, there is a rate which may violate Fitts’ paradigm (because of317

insu�cient temporal pressure). Crucially, this means that once such a rate has been318

identi�ed, no rate slower than that rate (with even less temporal pressure) satis�es319

Fitts’ paradigm. Hence, we can partition our rate continuum into a set of contiguous320

rates that conform to Fitts’ paradigm and another set of contiguous rates that do not.321

This contiguity property re�ects precisely the requirement of temporal pressure322

inherent to Fitts’ paradigm, though in a gradual way as required in our task. In323

addition, it endorses a group-wise analysis of the available data. Data of individual,324

ungrouped rates rarely show a signi�cant correlation as predicted by Fitts’ law. This is325

so because considering any given rate by itself weakens considerably the required326

diversi�cation of A and W .327

Our aim thus is to identify the largest set of contiguous rates obeying Fitts’ law such328

that any other larger set will show a lesser quality of linearity or not satisfy the329

preconditions of assessing linearity. Quality of linearity was judged using the classic330
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Fig. 4. Relation between movement duration and index of di�culty. Top: Sequences of

[ta]. Bottom: Sequences of [ka]. Data are drawn separately for each speaker (sub-panels).

Metronome rate is color-coded using shades from faint (slowest rate) to dark (fastest

rate). Linear regressions of contiguous Fitts-compliant rates are drawn as thick dashed

lines (corresponding r2 values are given in the bottom right corner of each panel). Linear

regression lines are not meant to indicate �ts to the entire dataset but only to a subset

starting from a (speaker-speci�c) rate and including all higher rates. It is in these range

of rates where our paradigm becomes compatible with the temporal pressure requirement

in Fitts’ paradigm. (See text for details.) 15



metrics of correlation slopes and correlation strengths (in terms of Pearson’s correlation331

coe�cient r). For ease of presentation, we order metronome rates Ri (i = 1 . . . 8)332

backwards, starting from the fastest rate R1 = 570 bpm (highest temporal pressure) to333

the slowest rate R8 = 30 bpm (lowest temporal pressure). Our procedure of334

determining the largest set of contiguous rates obeying linearity is as follows:335

1. Construct the i-th set Si of datapoints from contiguous rates, always starting with336

the fastest rate R1 and proceeding to the slower rate Ri. Thus, whereas set S1337

consists of the datapoints from just set R1, set S2 includes those in S1 plus the338

datapoints from R2, set S3 includes those in S2 plus the datapoints from R3, and so339

on. The larger the index i, the larger the constructed set, as more metronome rates340

are included. Compute the correlation strength r2
i and the correlation slope bi (of341

the T -ID relation of the datapoints) for each Si.342

2. Determine the di�erence between the correlation slopes of set Si and the next larger343

set Si+1, which is the union of Si and the datapoints from the next slower rate Ri+1.344

Slope di�erences are computed using a null hypothesis test for identical slopes (e.g.,345

Cohen, 1983) resulting in the F-scores Fi. The higher the F-score Fi the more the346

slopes of Si and Si+1 di�er.347

3. Consider any instance of increasing slope di�erences in the F-scores Fi as a function348

of index i. Such an increase ∆Fi = Fi+1 − Fi indicates that, by inclusion of the next349

slower rate Ri+1, the correlation slope of the data rapidly changes (in the sense of an350

accelerated change given by the di�erence of di�erences ∆Fi) and thus quality of351

linearity decreases signi�cantly.2 Let each index i of increasing slope di�erence be a352

candidate to stop further inclusion of slower rates. For each such candidate index,353

there is a corresponding set Si , rate Ri and correlation strength r2
i . Among these354

candidates, choose the one which maximizes the correlation strength.3 That chosen355

2 Consider a set Si of slope bi and a superset Si+1 ⊃ Si of slope bi+1 di�ering signi�cantly from bi . If the

cardinality of the two sets is comparable, then set Si+1 will show (more) ill-shaped residuals in comparison

to Si . Hence, a linear model for Si+1 will not be of the same quality as for Si .
3 Note that this does not maximize correlation strength across the entirety of all possible sets Si (that is,

there might be another set with higher correlation strength than the determined one). Our approach

is thus conservative as it does not solely optimize for high correlation strengths but also considers the
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index identi�es the sought maximal set of contiguous rates with the highest quality356

of linearity.357

Table 1 shows values of slope di�erences Fi and correlation strengths r2
i obtained from358

our data by the above procedure. The top half of the table lists values for sequences of359

[ta] and the bottom half for sequences of [ka]. Each row corresponds to one of the360

constructed sets of rates Si , starting from the smallest set S1 = {570 bpm} proceeding to361

the largest set S8 = {30 . . . 570 bpm}. Values of slope di�erences Fi in each row (except362

the bottom one for which there is no next row) were computed based on the two sets Si363

(current row) and Si+1 (next row below). Large values of F-score in any given row of364

the table give a measure of the decrease in the quality of linearity that would be365

incurred if the next slower rate were to be added to the expanded set of rates. Increases366

of F-scores between successive rows (∆Fi = Fi+1 − Fi) are taken to be candidates to stop367

further inclusion of slower rates. Out of these candidates of indicated increasing loss of368

quality of linearity, the set Si which maximizes the value of correlation strength r2
i is369

chosen. This Si is the sought largest set of contiguous rates.370

Let us walk through an example of how our procedure determines maximal sets of rates371

conforming to Fitts’ law in our speech data. Consider the data from [ta] sequences by372

speaker CC. By visual inspection of Fig. 4 (top panel, CC), there is clear evidence for a373

correlation between ID and T at metronome rates faster than the three slowest rates374

(faintest shades). F-scores Fi of slope di�erences increase by extending the rates of 570,375

480, 390, 300, 210 bpm and 90 bpm (Table 1, bottom half, CC). Out of these candidate376

sets, the set with highest correlation strength is that with the slowest rate of 210 bpm377

(set S5 with r2
5 = 0.72). Hence, the determined slowest rate of the largest set of [ta]378

sequences by speaker CC is 210 bpm (indicated by a shaded cell in Table 1). Any slower379

rate included (potentially 150, 90 and 30 bpm) would reduce the quality of linearity of380

the sought maximal set of rates. Note that by inclusion of the next slower rate of381

150 bpm correlation strength would attain a larger value of r2
6 = 0.77. However, this382

gain would come at the cost of a lesser quality of linearity which can be seen in the383

quality of regression (by slope di�erences). High correlation strength is not necessarily associated with

high quality of linearity, e.g., the distribution of residuals can di�er dramatically for the same value of r2

(Anscombe, 1973). An example from our domain is shown in Fig. 5.
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residual plots in Fig. 5 showing details of three consecutive sets considered in the384

determination of the maximal set of rates. These sets are S4 (non-maximal set, [ta]385

≥300 bpm), S5 (determined maximal set, [ta] ≥210 bpm) and S6 (rejected set, [ta]386

≥150 bpm). Relations between movement duration and index of di�culty of these sets387

by way of linear regressions are drawn in the left-hand side of Fig. 5 (S4: dotted, S5:388

solid and S6: dashed line). The right-hand side of Fig. 5 shows per-set detrended389

normal quantile-quantile plots of the corresponding regression residuals. It is evident390

that when set S5 is expanded to the next larger set S6 there is a clear loss of normality391

in the distribution of the regression residuals. This can be seen by the group of392

deviating (from the red horizontal dashed line) residuals in the right-hand side of the393

bottom right panel of Fig. 5. Moreover, as can be inferred from the (faint) shades of394

these residuals, their deviation from normality is solely caused by the inclusion of the395

CC CS DW FK SV TI

Si Fi r2
i Fi r2

i Fi r2
i Fi r2

i Fi r2
i Fi r2

i

[ta] 570 bpm 0.17 0.53 0.40 0.07 0.48 0.31 3.09 0.17 0.47 0.00 0.09 0.26

[ta] ≥480 bpm 6.27 0.49 2.75 0.13 0.05 0.24 0.12 0.10 0.59 0.02 0.88 0.30

[ta] ≥390 bpm 8.51 0.52 17.59 0.24 26.90 0.48 2.61 0.13 17.92 0.06 3.74 0.31

[ta] ≥300 bpm 4.59 0.57 21.11 0.48 4.67 0.75 38.11 0.42 30.36 0.63 19.92 0.62

[ta] ≥210 bpm 45.26 0.72 57.66 0.50 98.14 0.87 133.67 0.70 176.85 0.88 29.32 0.54

[ta] ≥150 bpm 2.98 0.77 117.49 0.62 26.87 0.67 112.94 0.83 232.13 0.81 19.08 0.42

[ta] ≥90 bpm 9.32 0.18 0.39 0.84 0.15 0.52 4.29 0.44 0.90 0.79 0.01 0.28

[ta] ≥30 bpm n/a 0.05 n/a 0.80 n/a 0.42 n/a 0.28 n/a 0.61 n/a 0.25

[ka] 570 bpm n/a n/a 0.44 0.09 0.59 0.40 1.18 0.18 0.04 0.45 0.86 0.00

[ka] ≥480 bpm n/a n/a 0.11 0.06 1.06 0.49 0.92 0.26 11.33 0.47 0.25 0.03

[ka] ≥390 bpm 0.60 0.33 15.46 0.07 1.69 0.47 11.39 0.18 0.23 0.43 7.28 0.05

[ka] ≥300 bpm 0.98 0.32 28.03 0.26 0.68 0.60 40.73 0.26 28.88 0.63 65.90 0.20

[ka] ≥210 bpm 11.77 0.68 63.55 0.63 113.18 0.77 1.70 0.61 134.37 0.84 70.31 0.67

[ka] ≥150 bpm 110.03 0.76 97.82 0.71 21.87 0.72 154.47 0.83 341.21 0.89 63.06 0.74

[ka] ≥90 bpm 1.00 0.67 2.81 0.86 0.89 0.36 0.96 0.64 1.38 0.70 6.03 0.72

[ka] ≥30 bpm n/a 0.50 n/a 0.68 n/a 0.36 n/a 0.40 n/a 0.68 n/a 0.57

Table 1. Statistics of contiguous sets of rates per speaker. F-scores Fi of slope di�erences

and correlation strength r2
i . Index i increases with rows (separately for [ta] and [ka]).

Per-speaker determined maximal sets of contiguous rates are indicated by shaded cells.
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next slower rate of 150 bpm (recall that metronome rate is color-coded in the drawn396

data, with fainter shades for slower rates and darker shades for faster rates). In contrast,397

when set S4 is expanded to the larger set of S5, the residuals distribution is una�ected,398

perhaps even improves (as can be seen by considering Fig. 5, right top vs. right middle399

panels). Normality of residuals is a crucial assumption of linear regression. A violation400

of this assumption strongly indicates the absence of a linear relation in the data. Hence,401

by its design, our method includes the rate of 210 bpm but excludes the rate of 150 bpm402

from the sought maximal set of rates and settles to S5 as its output. In other words, we403

seek linearity but we do not impose linearity on our data.404

Overall, then, our procedure derives the per-speaker largest set of contiguous rates405

exhibiting signi�cance of the Fitts’ law predicted linearity. Regressions of these406

determined sets of rates are drawn in Fig. 4 and correspond well to the impressionistic407

view of where linearity resides in these datasets. Table 2 lists for every participant the408

slowest rate R, correlation strength r2 and inverse correlation slope 1/b separately for409

[ta] and [ka]. Correlation strengths attain values in the range of 0.62 to 0.89, with all410

p-values below 0.0001, indicating very strong signi�cance. The per-speaker slowest411

rates for which Fitts’ law holds are in the range of 150–300 bpm, corresponding to slow412

to modest speech rates. These per-speaker slowest rates demarcate the slower end of413

the set of contiguous rates, starting from the fastest and descending to these lower rates,414

showing evidence for the presence of Fitts’ law. For full comparability with Fitts (1954),415

Table 2 also lists throughput values, given by the inverse slope 1/b, which range from416

5.8 to 34.7 bit/s for sequences of [ta] and from 7.5 to 20.1 bit/s for sequences of [ka].4417

These estimates, with a median of 17.7 bit/s in case of [ta] and 14.0 bit/s in case of [ka],418

attain values above but of the same order as in Fitts’ original results (approx. 10 bit/s,419

r2 = 0.79, p < 0.05) (Fitts, 1954, p. 385).420

In sum, our results are twofold. We �nd no evidence for Fitts’ law in the data below421

150–300 bpm. For faster rates (equal to and above 150–300 bpm) there is very strong422

evidence for the presence of Fitts’ law. In these rates, that is, the Fitts’ law expected423

linear correlation between ID and T is very strong (r2 = 0.62 . . . 0.89, p < 0.0001) and424

4Throughput expresses how much information per unit time the motor control system processes in achieving

the task of the corresponding target-directed movement.
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Fig. 5. Details of three consecutive sets of rates (S4 ⊂ S5 ⊂ S6; see text for speci�cs)

considered in the determination of the maximal Fitts-compliant set of rates for sequences

of [ta] of speaker CC. Metronome rate is color-coded using shades from faint (slowest

rate) to dark (fastest rate). Left: Relation between movement duration and index of

di�culty along with individual regression lines (S4: dotted, S5: solid and S6: dashed).

Right: Detrended normal quantile-quantile plots of (studentized) regression residuals

for the individual sets of rates as constructed by our procedure (from top to bottom).

Normality of the residuals for the determined maximal set of rates (S5) has improved by

expansion from S4 (right, top panel) to S5 (right, middle panel). When S5 is expanded to

the next larger set S6 (right, bottom panel), residuals substantially deviate from normality

and this deviation is solely caused by inclusion of the next slower rate (indicated by the

faintest shaded data).

this linear relation holds regardless of the e�ector implicated in the task, tongue tip for425

[ta] or tongue back for [ka].426
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4. Discussion427

In this section, we turn to consider our results in the context of work in both speech428

and other areas of movement science. We address �rst implications of our results for429

models of speech, moving on to prospects for extending this work to other classes of430

speech actions, and �nally to commonalities across speech and other domains of human431

movement.432

In modern approaches to speech, an utterance is a sequence of overlapping gestures,433

where each gesture is a unit of action which speci�es how, from an arbitrary initial434

value of a controlled task variable, the vocal tract stabilizes that task variable. A long435

line of work has proceeded on the hypothesis that the units of action underlying this436

�ow of movements are controlled by an organization similar to a mass-spring system437

(e.g., Fowler, Rubin, et al., 1980; Browman and Goldstein, 1986; Saltzman, 1986;438

Saltzman and Munhall, 1989). Accordingly, several contemporary (dynamical)439

approaches to the units of speech action assume that these units (speech gestures) are440

controlled by a dynamical system with �xed-point dynamics (e.g., Saltzman and441

Munhall, 1989; Perrier, Ostry, et al., 1996; Guenther, 1995). For example, Task442

Dynamics (Saltzman and Munhall, 1989), perhaps the most �eshed out approach to443

date, utilizes the dynamical system ẍ = −kx − bẋ, with sti�ness parameter k and444

damping b = 2ζ
√
k. Here, for the purpose of illustration, we restrict ourselves to the445

simpli�ed, one-dimensional case with x describing only a scalar quantity of the task446

CC CS DW FK SV TI

[ta] Slowest rate R in bpm 210 150 210 210 210 300

[ta] Correlation strength r2 0.72 0.62 0.87 0.70 0.88 0.62

[ta] Throughput 1/b in bit/s 13.9 5.8 18.2 17.2 19.6 34.7

[ka] Slowest rate R in bpm 150 150 210 150 150 210

[ka] Correlation strength r2 0.76 0.71 0.77 0.83 0.89 0.67

[ka] Throughput 1/b in bit/s 9.3 7.5 17.5 12.4 20.1 15.5

Table 2. Properties of per-speaker determined Fitts-compliant

regions. All p-values reside below 0.0001 (very strong

signi�cance).
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(e.g., tongue-palate constriction degree). Critical damping, as assumed by Task447

Dynamics, is realized by a �xed damping ratio ζ equal to one (thus, neither ζ nor b act448

as variable control parameters of the model). It can be shown that for any k > 0 and449

ζ > 0 solutions of the system are of the form x(t) = e−γt x̃(t), with some real-valued450

constant γ and some function x̃ not eliminating the exponential signature of x (that is,451

x̃ does not cancel the exponential factor e−γt). Hence, the solutions of this model are of452

exponential form for any k > 0 and ζ > 0.453

In independent work, Crossman and Goodeve, �rst in a presentation in 1963 and later454

in published form (Crossman and Goodeve, 1983), as well as Card, Moran, et al. (1983)455

and Connelly (1984) have shown that Fitts’ law holds true for any model dictating456

movement trajectories of an exponential form (i.e., functions of time that exponentially457

approach a steady state as time approaches in�nity; Connelly, 1984, p. 625). For such458

models, it was proven analytically that movement time scales linearly with the459

logarithm of movement error (and thus accuracy). This linear relationship is identical460

to what Fitts’ law predicts.461

Consequently, any instantiation of the damped linear oscillator model for speech462

predicts that the data it describes must conform to Fitts’ law (irrespective of the speci�c463

values of the parameters k and ζ). Recall now that in our data we have found evidence464

for Fitts’ law only for speaker-speci�c rates above or equal to 150–300 bpm. Hence, the465

absence of Fitts’ law for every speaker at some rates is outside the scope of any466

instantiation of the damped linear oscillator model for speech (including that in Task467

Dynamics). Note that this inconsistency occurs at rates from the slower end of typical468

speaking conditions. Recent studies on German corpora place normal speech rates in469

the range of 276 bpm (Gerstenberg, Fuchs, et al., 2018), 300 bpm (Pellegrino, Farinas,470

et al., 2004), 357 bpm (Pellegrino, Coupé, et al., 2011) and 245–322 bpm (slow to normal;471

Dellwo and Wagner, 2003).472

Given these results, a validity test for any proposed model is that it must predict both473

the presence and the absence of Fitts’ law. One way that this may be accomplished is474

via some model parameter (or set of parameters) which re�ects the presence or absence475

of su�cient temporal pressure or its gradual equivalent. In Task Dynamics, the only476
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such parameter is the control parameter of sti�ness k, which may be considered as a477

proxy to speech rate by controlling the frequency of the oscillator ω =
√
k (cf. Kelso,478

Vatikiotis-Bateson, et al., 1985, also Fuchs, Perrier, et al., 2011). However, as shown479

above, manipulation of k does not alter the general exponential signature of the480

movement trajectories (nor does a manipulation of ζ). Hence, another way to481

characterize the failure of any damped linear oscillator model of �xed-point dynamics482

on the Fitts’ law test is to say that the model does not include a parameter or set of483

parameters which would express the same notion of temporal pressure as required by484

Fitts. Other candidate models for �xed-point dynamics exist (e.g., Perrier, Ostry, et al.,485

1996; Guenther, 1995; Kröger, Schröder, et al., 1995; Sorensen and Gafos, 2016) but486

have not been investigated yet with respect to their conformity to Fitts’ law. It remains487

to be seen how these models fare in the face of the evidence from our results.488

The above aim must proceed in tandem with elaborating and extending the empirical489

range of speech actions with respect to Fitts’ law. Our assessment of the law focused on490

oral plosives. Plosives are produced by an occlusion in the mid-sagittal section of the491

vocal tract. This occlusion is achieved when an active articulator (e.g., the tongue tip or492

the tongue back) makes contact with a region on the palate along the longitudinal axis493

of the vocal tract. For [t] and [k], a position-based notion of target seems relatively494

uncontroversial. Our assessment shows that one can fruitfully follow rigorous495

data-derived methods for de�ning targets for plosives. This is one of the reasons we496

focused on this class of speech segments. We are aware that, especially when it comes to497

other segment classes, there are approaches to the notion of target which use498

combinations of orosensory parameters or also acoustic notions of target (e.g.,499

Guenther, 1995). One other class of speech segments where Fitts’ law also appears to be500

particularly relevant is fricatives. For fricative consonants (e.g., [f, v, s, z, S, Z, x, G]), the501

constriction is not full. Rather, a small channel is formed between the active articulator502

and some vocal tract region with the airstream passing through giving rise to turbulence503

generated either at the point of the constriction (channel turbulence) as in the velar504

fricative [x] or by the airstream hitting an obstacle anterior to the occlusion (wake505

turbulence) as in [s]. The cross-sectional area of this channel must be su�ciently small506

to generate turbulence but not too narrow to result in a complete constriction and not507
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too wide to result in an approximant (Catford, 1977). Examples include, at the velar508

place of constriction, stop [k] vs. fricative [x] vs. approximant [î] or, at the palatal509

place of constriction, [c] vs. fricative [ç] vs. approximant [j]. For these reasons, the510

articulatory postures of fricatives seem to require more precise control of the511

supralaryngeal con�guration of the vocal tract than those for the corresponding512

plosives. Kinematic comparisons between plosives and fricatives appear consistent with513

this distinction.514

One empirically well-documented kinematic relation is that between a movement’s515

peak velocity and its amplitude. This relation has been described as an overall linear516

correlation (Ostry and Munhall, 1985) with velocity-amplitude slopes steeper for faster517

than for slower speech rates (Vatikiotis-Bateson and Kelso, 1990, 1993) and decreasing518

covariation as durational variability increases (ibidem). Most relevantly for our519

purposes, Kuehn and Moll (1976) observed higher velocity-amplitude relationship520

slopes for movements toward plosives than for movements toward fricatives (see also521

Guenther, 1995, p. 605). Moreover, such evidence from kinematics for plosives versus522

fricatives appears consistent with what is known from other human movement domains523

where precision requirements in some performed task have been linked to a number of524

kinematic manifestations. Thus, in discrete aiming tasks of the hand, CL MacKenzie,525

Marteniuk, et al. (1987) report lower peak velocities for smaller target sizes as well as526

modulations of velocity pro�le shape (that is, change in velocity over time) as a527

function of target size. Peak velocity magnitude and velocity pro�le shape has been528

used as a testbed for dynamical models of movement in discrete aiming tasks529

(CL MacKenzie, Marteniuk, et al., 1987), reciprocal tapping tasks (Bootsma, Fernandez,530

et al., 2004), saccade eliciting tasks (Opstal and Gisbergen, 1987) and �nally also in531

speech (Kröger, Schröder, et al., 1995; Sorensen and Gafos, 2016).532

In sum, extending our understanding of speech actions with respect to Fitts’ law would533

enable further elaboration of models of speech and clari�cation of potential connections534

between speech and other domains of human movement. The here observed qualitative535

distinction between a set of fast target-directed movements obeying Fitts’ law and536

another set of slow but likewise target-directed movements for which the law breaks537

down �nds similarities in other areas of human movement science. Potential538
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distinctions between qualitative control regimes underlying what may be apparently539

similar movements have been pursued in work that has so far remained unrelated to540

speech. In particular, there is evidence from limb motor control indicating that541

increasing movement rate may result in qualitative changes in the control regime542

underlying these movements (see e.g., Jirsa and Kelso, 2005 and Huys, Studenka, et al.,543

2008 which presents evidence for bifurcations in �nger movement data with movement544

rate as the bifurcation parameter). In parallel work, we are exploring the phase space of545

tongue movement data, including those considered here, and �nd evidence for the546

existence of distinct dynamical regimes with speech rate as the parameter whose scaling547

results in the change from one dynamical regime to another. It remains to be seen if548

(and how) distinctions in dynamical regimes of movements can be related to the here549

observed dichotomy of datasets under di�erent speech rates conforming di�erently to550

Fitts’ law.551

5. Conclusion552

We asked whether speech movements abide by Fitts’ law as (target-directed)553

movements from other domains of human motor control do. To address this question554

we registered movement data from [ta] and [ka] sequences spoken at eight distinct rates,555

ranging from extremely slow to extremely fast (30–570 bpm). In the resulting dataset,556

we sought evidence of the sort that has provided support for Fitts’ law in other areas of557

motor control. We �nd that slow rates do not abide by Fitts’ law. But, beyond a558

(participant) speci�c rate, the characteristic linearity of the relation between time and559

index of di�culty emerges. In sum, fast tongue movements of repetitive speech560

conform to Fitts’ law; for slower movements, the relation expressed by this law seems561

to break down. In future work, we aim to pursue ways in which models of speech may562

account for our current results and to broaden the empirical basis wherein relations563

involving kinematic and task space coordinates are implicated.564
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